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Helium isotope variations in igneous rocks are important for
relating isotopic heterogeneity to convective mixing in the Earth's
mantle. High 3He/4He ratios at many ocean islands, along with
lower and relatively uniform values in mid-ocean-ridge basalts
(MORBs), are thought to result from a well mixed upper-mantle
source for MORB and a distinct deeper-mantle source for ocean
island basalts1. At ®ner scales, 3He/4He variations along mid-ocean
ridges have been related to underlying mantle heterogeneity2,3,
but relationships between the scales of geochemical segmentation
and mantle convection remain enigmatic. Here we present helium
isotope data for MORB glasses recovered along ,5,800 km of the
southeast Indian ridge, and develop an approach to quantitatively
relate spatial variations in geochemical and geophysical param-
eters at the Earth's surface. A point-to-point correlation analysis
reveals structure in the helium isotope data at length scales of
,150 and ,400 km that appears to be related to secondary
convection in the underlying mantle.

The southeast Indian ridge (SEIR; Fig. 1) stretches from the
Rodrigues triple junction (25.6 8S, 70.1 8E) to the Macquarie triple
junction (62 8S, 151 8E). Between 768 and 788 E it crosses the
Amsterdam±St Paul plateau (ASP), a pronounced swell associated
with relatively hot mantle upwelling beneath Amsterdam and
St Paul islands3, while between 1208 and 128 8E it crosses the
Australian±Antarctic discordance (AAD), a region of deep bathy-
metry (< 4,000 m) associated with relatively cold mantle and low

melt production4. From 888 to 120 8E, the increase in depth of the
ridge axis, and the morphological transition from an axial high to an
axial valley, imply that melt production rate and crustal thickness
decrease eastwards along axis, despite the relatively constant full
spreading rate of 70±75 mm yr-1 (ref. 5). On the basis of petrologic
analyses of more than 3,000 basalt glasses6±9, there is an inferred
gradient in mantle temperature of ,80±150 8C from east to west.
The hottest mantle is present beneath the ASP, and the coldest
mantle beneath the AAD region. Given the constant spreading rate
and the absence of large transform offsets and nearby hotspots, this
portion of the SEIR provides a unique opportunity to study the
geochemical consequences of along-axis variations in upper-mantle
temperature.

We analysed helium isotopes following in vacuo crushing of basalt
glass10, and report the helium isotope composition relative to the
atmospheric 3He/4He ratio (RA). (Data are available as Supplemen-
tary Information.) Variations in 3He/4He, axial depth and Fe8 are
shown against distance along the SEIR in Fig. 2. (Fe8 is the FeO
content in wt%, corrected for crystal fractionation to 8% MgO, and
may be used as an indicator of the mean depth of mantle melting11).
Between distances of ,1,000 and 3,000 km east of the ASP (that is,
from the axial depth minimum at 888 E to the AAD; Fig. 2), there is a
long-wavelength eastward decrease in 3He/4He and Fe8, and an
increase in axial depth which may trace sub-ridge mantle ¯ow down
a thermal gradient5. Near the ASP, 3He/4He ratios extend above
14 RA due to the presence of the Amsterdam±St Paul hotspot3. In the
AAD, 3He/4He ratios are as low as 6.2 RA, and are among the lowest
values yet observed in MORB away from the in¯uence of subduc-
tion zones12.

There is a good 3He/4He±Fe8 covariation along much of the SEIR.
Because the peaks in 3He/4He and Fe8 do not occur in precisely
the same locations, we computed Spearman's rank correlation
coef®cient (rs) as a non-parametric test of the signi®cance of the
correlation. We excluded samples on top of the ASP to remove
hotspot effects. For the remaining data (n = 91) rs = 0.65, well above
the critical value of 0.21 for a 0.05 signi®cance level (in a two-tailed
test with 90 degrees of freedom), and so the null hypothesis that the
3He/4He±Fe8 relationship is random can be rejected. The covaria-
tion of 3He/4He and Fe8 therefore suggests that higher 3He/4He is
associated with a higher mean pressure of melting11. One possible
explanation for the 3He/4He±Fe8 covariation is a layered upper
mantle having higher 3He/4He ratios at depth. Mantle which is
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Figure 1 Location map of Indian Ocean features. SEIR, southeast Indian ridge; SWIR,

southwest Indian ridge; CIR, central Indian ridge; RTJ, Rodrigues triple junction; ASP,

Amsterdam±St Paul plateau; AAD, Australian±Antarctic discordance; KP, Kerguelen

plateau.
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hotter and begins to melt deeper will produce aggregated MORB
melts having higher values of Fe8 (ref. 11). According to this ®rst
explanation, 3He/4He values will also be higher due to a propor-
tionally greater sampling of the deep upper mantle. Another
possible origin for the 3He/4He±Fe8 covariation is from melting of
discrete heterogeneities, having lower solidus temperatures, that are
embedded within upper-mantle peridotite. Such heterogeneities
could, for example, occur as blobs or veins of garnet pyroxenite
having low 3He/4He, due to their origin from recycled crust13.
Garnet pyroxenite melts preferentially to surrounding mantle
peridotite. However, its contribution to erupted basalt is sig-
ni®cantly less when magma genesis begins at a higher mantle
temperature and pressure, because the pyroxenitic melts become
effectively diluted by partial melts of peridotite14. According to this
second explanation, hotter mantle would begin to melt deeper and
would also lead to aggregated MORB melts that have higher values
of Fe8 and 3He/4He. This model implies that some highly depleted

(pyroxenite-free) regions of the upper mantle may have 3He/4He
ratios above 9 RA. One of the few examples of such high 3He/4He
ratios in ultra-depleted MORB glass comes from the Garrett trans-
form on the southern East Paci®c Rise15, where a MORB lava with
eNd = +11 has 3He/4He = 9.7 RA.

Superimposed on the long-wavelength gradients along the SEIR,
there are several peaks in 3He/4He and Fe8 that range between 200
and 500 km in basal width (Fig. 2). These peaks are most prominent
near the ASP, and at 888 E, 978 E and 1118 E (at along-axis distances
of 910, 1,800 and ,2,850 km, respectively; Fig. 2). The latter three
peaks occur near the centres of the zero-order, regional segmenta-
tion of the ridge (Fig. 2) de®ned by the persistence of fracture zone
anomalies in satellite gravity data. This segmentation reveals several
coherent tectonic units, up to ,900 km in along-axis width, that
have been stable since reorientation of the SEIR when it migrated
over the Kerguelen plume 38 Myr ago (ref. 16).

To evaluate quantitatively the length scales of helium isotope
variation along the SEIR, we applied a spatial correlogram analysis,
similar to approaches used previously to study magma mixing17.
The correlation coef®cient R is calculated between every pair of
points at a separation distance r. For each point pair, R(r) is given by
the product of the deviations in 3He/4He from the population mean,
normalized to the population variance18. For n sample points, the
total number of point pairs is N = n(n - 1)/2; for the 120 sample
localities along the SEIR there are 7,140 sample pairs. A value of R(r)
close to 1 indicates that a 3He/4He value above the population
average at a given location is likely to be associated with an above-
average value at a distance r away. (Similar arguments hold for
below-average values.) R(0) is equal to unity by de®nition. A value
of R(r) close to zero implies a random relationship between 3He/4He
values at points located a distance r apart. A value of R(r) close to -1
implies an anticorrelated relationship. For any mixture which is not
perfectly homogeneous, R(r) will be greater than 0 at small values of
r because points close together will usually be from the same
`̀ clump''18. The lowest value of r at which R(r) goes to zero is
denoted as r*.

The correlogram (R(r) versus r) can be used to de®ne a scale of
segregation18 similar to conceptualizations for the scale of turbu-
lence in ¯uid ¯ow19. The scale of segregation, L, is the integral of R(r)
from r = 0 to r = r*, and is related to the size of clumps within a
mixture. Within the Earth's interior, such clumps must vary in size
and shape and their boundaries may be diffuse20. We have no a priori
information on their dimensions, so it is not possible to refer to an
`average size' of clumps. We introduce the L concept because it is a
quantitative estimate of size that can be precisely de®ned from
spatially referenced geochemical data. (We note that there are three
dominant `scales of mantle convection' inferred from seismic
tomography, topography and gravity studies21. These dominant
length scales occur at spherical harmonics degree 2 (,16,000 km)
and degree 6 (,6,000 km), and at a smaller scale between 400 and
1,000 km. The length scales of geochemical variation in the mantle
should be related to these convective scales, although not necessarily
in a one-to-one manner.)

The correlogram method is strictly only applicable to stationary
data; that is, data which show no trend in mean level over the length
of observation. Because there is a long-wavelength gradient in the
3He/4He baseline along the central portion of the SEIR, we applied
the spatial correlogram approach both to the measured 3He/4He
ratios, and to computed regression residuals from a linear ®t of
3He/4He versus along-axis distance. Both the correlogram for the
3He/4He results and that for the residuals show the expected
decrease in R(r) with separation distance (Fig. 3). The values of r*
and L for the raw data are 1,600 km and 620 km, respectively, but
these estimates are strongly affected by the existence of the regional
3He/4He gradient, as con®rmed by simple forward models. For
the `detrended' data (that is, the regression residuals) r* and L are
,400 km and ,150 km, respectively. These distances accurately
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Figure 2 3He/4He, Fe8 and axial depth versus distance along the SEIR. Basalt glasses have

been recovered from the SEIR by a number of seagoing expeditions. From segments

immediately northwest of the Amsterdam±St Paul plateau (ASP) to the Australian±

Antarctic discordance (AAD), all sampling has been precisely located in the neovolcanic

zone based on multi-beam bathymetry and magnetic surveys. Average sample density for
3He/4He across this region of ,4,000 km is 1 sample every 45 km. Distance is calculated

from the pole of plate rotation (13.28 N, 38.28 E)29 and is shown relative to St Paul Island

(38.708 S, 77.558 E). The ASP and AAD regions are depicted as shaded bands. The

dashed lines and roman numerals delineate the zero-order tectonic segmentation from

satellite gravity analysis16. The line shown for Fe8 is the ®ve-point running mean. Triangles

represent lavas from seamounts and off-axis lava ®elds. Helium isotope data are from this

study and from refs 3 and 30.
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re¯ect the length scales of 3He/4He variation that are qualitatively
discernible within the regional trend along the SEIR (Fig. 2).

Because these values of r* and L are signi®cantly larger than the
average sampling density of ,45 km, they do not represent random
variations. The value of r* = 400 km resembles the largest scale (zero
order) tectonic segmentation of the ridge, delineated by fracture
zones that have persisted throughout the spreading history of the
SEIR16. Length scales of the order of 102 km are similar to those of
hypothetical, secondary convective `cells' in the underlying mantle.
For example, undulations in the geoid for the Paci®c plate, ranging
in wavelength from 200 km near the ridge to 400±600 km far away,
have previously been ascribed to convective rolls in the uppermost
mantle22,23. Such cellular structures would be aligned roughly
orthogonal to the ridge axis. If such secondary convection is present
beneath the SEIR, its geometry may be a remnant from the passage
of the ridge over the Kerguelen plume about 38 Myr ago (ref. 24),
similar to features that form in the wake of plumes in numerical
models of mantle convection25. Alternatively, secondary convection
might result from a thermal feedback induced by fracture zones,
where patterns of upper-mantle convection are established during
the initiation of spreading or continental breakup. A further
possibility is that it might simply be an intrinsic feature of the
inferred eastward mantle ¯ow toward the AAD in this part of the
Indian Ocean, the so-called `̀ Richter rolls''26.

Mantle convection is undoubtedly unsteady on a geological
timescale. The simplest form of this unsteadiness is one in which
convective cells oscillate or pulsate slightly27. Signi®cantly, this tends
to produce some lateral mass transport between cells. Based on our
correlogram analysis, the characteristic length scale for tracer
(helium) transport is of the order of 150±400 km in this region of
the Indian Ocean mantle. `Mixing' within cells of this length would
be signi®cantly faster than `dispersion' between cells, and the
relative importance of these transport phenomena would mainly
depend on the regional Rayleigh number.

Our results provide good evidence for some control of along-axis

geochemical variations by secondary convection patterns in the
upper mantle. Spatial correlogram analysis provides a way to
investigate geochemical variations at local, regional and global
scales; this technique also has the potential to link quantitatively
such variations to geophysical patternsÐsuch as those detected
with seismic tomography28. M
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Figure 3 Spatial correlogram for 3He/4He variations along the SEIR. The correlation

coef®cient R(r) is

R�r � �
�ci 2 Åc��cj 2 Åc�

j2

where ci and cj are the 3He/4He ratios at locations i and j, respectively, cÅ is the population

mean, j2 is the population variance, r is the distance between points i and j, and the

overbar designates an ensemble average over all pairs. The mean value of R(r) has been

plotted for a constant number of point pairs per distance interval. This constant population

method produces similar results to one using bins of constant width, but provides a more

robust correlogram at large r. The correlograms shown are for the full data set, with 120

sample locations (7,140 point pairs) and rmax = 5,843 km, using 40 distance bins each

with 178 members. The mean 3He/4He is 8.30 RA, and the variance is 2.43 RA. The

dashed line shows the correlogram for the raw 3He/4He data, and the solid line shows the

correlogram for regression residuals in which the regional 3He/4He gradient has been

removed by a linear ®t. For this detrended 3He/4He case, the segregation length scale (L)

shown by the shaded area is ,150 km, and r* (see text) is ,400 km.
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New Helium Isotope Results for SEIR Basalt Glasses, 88°-118°E

Sample Segment /
Location

Latitude
(°S)

Longitude
(°E)

Depth
(m)

3He/4He
(R/RA)

2σ [He]
(µccSTP/g)

BMRG06 33-1 L 42.115   88.042 2450 9.70 0.05 16.32
BMRG06 35-8 L 41.322   86.632 2560 8.86 0.06    0.306
WW10 69-1 C17 41.870   88.922 2353 9.14 0.05   3.70
WW10 70-32 C16 42.570   90.187 2575 8.61 0.05 11.78
WW10 71-1 C16 42.886   90.795 2350 8.02 0.04   5.45
WW10 72-2 C16 smt 43.417   91.283 1470 8.21 0.06   1.24
WW10 65-9 C16 43.082   91.095 2494 8.35 0.04   2.30
WW10 73-8 C16 43.468   91.684 2738 8.24 0.05   1.85
WW10 75-4 C15 43.575   92.662 2610 8.37 0.04 10.72
WW10 76-1 C15 43.882   93.114 2653 8.46 0.04 12.33
WW10 77-7 C15 44.117   93.773 2795 8.34 0.04   7.74
WW10 78-2 C14 44.833   94.833 2719 7.71 0.04 11.41
WW10 81-1 C14 45.174   95.590 3190 7.81 0.06   0.54
WW10 82-35 C14 rift tip 45.185   95.585 3180 7.75 0.04 10.40
WW10 84-7 C14 transform 45.111   95.932 2580 8.08 0.04   4.44
WW10 WC48 C13/14 46.090   95.926 2990 7.31 0.04   0.99
WW10 87-38 C13 46.778   96.368 2520 8.37 0.05   0.88
WW10 88-1 C13 47.076   96.833 2568 9.38 0.05   6.30
WW10 89-4 C13 47.445   97.512 2450 8.08 0.05   1.65
WW10 89-107 C13 8.33 0.05   4.05
WW10 90-1 C13 47.711   98.157 2570 7.90 0.04 10.45
WW10 91-3 C13 47.909   98.601 2900 7.92 0.04   1.83
WW10 92-1 C13 48.101   98.943 2668 7.82 0.04   2.28
WW10 96-1 C12 47.335 100.672 2465 7.36 0.04   2.74
WW10 98-3 C12 47.458 100.961 2583 7.33 0.04   3.78
WW10 100-1 C12 47.630 101.530 2850 7.32 0.04 17.77
WW10 103-4 C12 48.019 102.540 3230 7.18 0.04   3.76
WW10 106-4 C11 47.878 103.353 2950 7.12 0.04 13.82
WW10 110-4 C11 48.103 103.930 3410 7.25 0.04   4.65
WW10 111-18 C10 48.212 104.662 3015 7.16 0.04 12.54
WW10 113-7 C9 48.752 105.224 3630 6.82 0.04   0.83
WW10 114-12 C9 smt 49.116 105.588 2875 7.36 0.04   4.84
WW10 115-3 C9 49.229 105.868 3696 6.80 0.04   7.52
WW10 116-15 C9/8 transform 48.873 106.494 4835 6.82 0.06   3.24
WW10 117-1 C8 48.348 107.145 3520 6.88 0.04   8.78
WW10 118-1 C8 48.428 107.527 2673 6.80 0.04   6.48
WW10 122-1 C8 48.700 108.200 3255 6.65 0.04   2.11
WW10 124-1 C7 transform 49.025 108.513 3935 6.83 0.04   3.53
WW10 125-1 C7 49.450 109.105 3440 6.68 0.03 15.94
WW10 126-1 C7 49.527 109.484 3240 7.07 0.04   6.49
WW10 128-1 C7 49.828 110.412 2745 7.13 0.05   0.64
WW10 128-18 C7 7.70 0.04   5.81
WW10 130-1 C6 49.775 111.133 3515 7.30 0.04   6.89
WW10 134-1 C5 50.295 112.490 3620 7.20 0.04 11.97
WW10 135-8 C5 rift tip 50.307 112.593 3748 7.20 0.04 15.30
WW10 138-1 C4 50.187 112.855 3820 7.28 0.04 11.60
WW10 140-5 C4 50.300 113.453 3320 7.26 0.04   0.52
WW10 141-1 C4 50.347 113.615 3002 7.35 0.04   3.04
WW10 144-4 C3 50.007 115.212 3997 6.84 0.04   8.09
WW10 145-1 C3 49.273 116.717 4610 6.53 0.03 15.82
WW10 145-7 C3 7.20 0.08   2.52
WW10 146-1 C2 49.505 117.182 4755 6.65 0.04   5.02

All analyses are for the helium trapped in vesicles, which was released by  in vacuo crushing of glass
chunks several mm in size. Reported uncertainties in 3He/4He are the quadrature sum of analytical error
in air standards, samples and blanks. The He peak height in air standards is reproducible to <1%;
uncertainties in sample He contents are larger, however, primarily due to inhomogeneities in vesicle
distribution.


